Blow Out Preventer Control (BOP)

Monitor Systems BOP Control System provides clients with a reliable bespoke interface to well control, either via our unique slim-line push button panel design through to fully redundant PLC control for operating in hazardous areas.

Hazardous area Drillers Control Panels and Diverter Panels are supplied with push button control and LED indication of all stack functions. System Pressures are displayed on Intrinsically Safe Gauges. Flow rates and alarms are also provided.

Toolpusher Mimic panels can be supplied with full or limited functions. Emergency Control Panels are also supplied for critical functions at Abandonment and Lifeboat Stations. Bespoke Pressure Switch, Pressure Sensor and Solenoid Panels can be supplied for direct interface to the Koomey unit to suit all individual requirements.

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com